BM 530 Fundamentals of Neuroscience

Week 1

Week 2

Introduction to the course
Brain, Nerve cells, Neural circuitry, Genes & Behavior (ch1-2-3)

Cell and Molecular Biology of the Neuron –
Cells of the nervous system (ch4)

Week 3

Subcellular structures (ch4)

Week 4

Ion channels, Membrane potential and Action Potential (ch5-6-7)

Week 5

Synaptic transmission
Signaling at the nerve-muscle synapse (ch8-9)

Week 6

Synaptic integration (ch10)

Week 7

MIDTERM

Week 8

Modulation of the synaptic transmission (ch11)

Week 9

Neurotransmitters and transmitter release (ch12,13)

Week 10

Motor unit and muscle action (ch34)

Week 11

Diseases of the nerve and motor unit (ch14)

Week 12

Developmental neurobiology: patterning of the nervous system (ch52)

Week 13

Differentiation and survival of nerve cells, axon growth and guidance (ch53,54)

Week 14

Formation and eliminarion of synapses; repairing the damaged brain (ch57)

FINAL EXAM

Genetic mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases (ch44)

Brain, Nerve cells, Neural circuitry, Genes & Behavior (ch1-2-3)

A unifying theory of brain and mind ????

Genes and proteins

neurons

neural circuits
(connectomics)

Cognition and behavior

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

Galen – 2nd century – nerves convey fluid secreted by the
brain and spinal cord to the body’s periphery
Believed there was no distinction between the mental and
physical – and that body and mind were not separate
Also explained the difference between motor and sensory
nerves
Carried out cataract surgery !

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

Vesalius – 1500s – angry that Galen’s anatomical teachings were a dogma – clearly
stated his errors and corrected Galen’s mistakes

Considered the Father of modern anatomy, and is a representative of the
Renaissance

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

Golgi – 1800s – It was in that hospital kitchen that Golgi developed a new method
of staining that would revolutionize the way people looked at the brain. The stain
involved soaking cells in a solution of silver nitrate, and although Golgi was not the
first to attempt to stain cells with silver, his method was a tremendous
improvement over past efforts.
The silver staining method caused neurons to appear dark against a yellow
background (for this Golgi initially called the method the "black reaction"), but the
essential feature of the stain for making it useful in visualizing neurons was that it
only caused about 3% of the neurons in a tissue sample to be darkened.
Although Golgi's stain had helped Cajal to disprove reticular theory, Golgi refused
to accept the evidence that suggested neurons were independent of one another.
In his Nobel Prize acceptance speech, Golgi railed against the neuron doctrine,
shocking much of the audience to whom the evidence in support of it was distinctly
clear.

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

Cajal – 1800s – Using Golgi’s technique, Ramón y Cajal discovered that nervous
tissue is not a syncytium, a continuous web of elements, but a network of
discrete cells. In the course of this work Ramón y Cajal developed some of the
key concepts and much of the early evidence for the neuron doctrine—the
principle that individual neurons are the elementary building blocks and
signaling elements of
the nervous system.

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

1900s–
American embryologist Ross Harrison showed how axons
grow, and confirmed Cajal’s growth cone

1950s –
Sanford Palay showed using EM the existence of synapses
and the specialized subcellular structures at the
presynaptic terminus

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

1770s–
Luigi Galvani explored association of electricity and the nerves, using frogs.... «spark of life»
According to Galvani, conductive nerve fibres were like the Leiden jar’s chain, penetrating
the insulating sheath of the muscle fibre. Electricity built up on either wall of the muscle
fibre. When the muscle and nerve were shorted, electricity flowed and excited the muscle to
contract.

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology

1800s–
Pharmacology made its impact on our understanding of the nervous system and behavior at the end of the 19th
century when Claude Bernard in France, Paul Ehrlich in Germany, and John Langley in England demonstrated that
drugs do not act just anywhere on a cell, but rather bind discrete receptors typically located in the surface
membrane of the cell. This insight led to the discovery that nerve cells can communicate with each other by
chemical means.

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology
1600s–

In
the 17th century René Descartes distinguished body and mind. In Descartes’ dualistic view the brain mediates
perception, motor acts, memory, appetites, and passions—everything that can be found in the lower animals. But
the mind—the higher mental functions, the conscious experience characteristic of human behavior—is not
represented in the brain or any other part of the body but in the soul, a spiritual entity that communicates with the
machinery of the brain by means of the pineal gland

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology
Late 1600s–
Later in the 17th century Baruch Spinoza began to develop a unifed view of mind and body.

Reason, he insisted, is shot through with emotion. More radical still, he claimed that thoughts
and feelings are not primarily reactions to external events but first and foremost about the body.
In fact, he suggested, the mind exists purely for the body's sake, to ensure its survival.
For his beliefs, Spinoza was vilified and — for extended periods — ignored. Descartes, on the
other hand, was immortalized as a visionary. His rationalist doctrine shaped the course of modern
philosophy and became part of the cultural bedrock.

Born in Amsterdam to a modest Jewish family, he is the key figures
of Dutch and European Enlightenment.
He was excommunicated due to his views.

20th century : anatomy, embryology, physiology, pharmacology, psychology
1800s
Viennese physician Franz Joseph Gall «mapped» the brain, following in footsteps of Spinoza and rejecting the idea that
mind and body are separate entities – phrenology.
This pseudoscience was based on feeling the bumps on the skull to assess someone’s personality – which was
eventually disreputed. Nonetheless, it was one of the early stages of clinical neurology.

The Central Nervous System

The Central Nervous System
The spinal cord, the most caudal part of the
central nervous system, receives and processes
sensory information from the skin, joints, and
muscles of the limbs and trunk and controls
movement of the limbs and the trunk. It is
subdivided into cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and
sacral regions (Figure 1–2A).
The spinal cord continues rostrally as the brain
stem, which consists of the medulla oblongata,
pons, and midbrain. The brain stem receives
sensory information from the skin and muscles of
the head and provides the motor control for the
head’s musculature. It also conveys information
from the spinal cord to the brain and from the
brain to the spinal cord, and regulates levels of
arousal and awareness through the reticular
formation.

The Central Nervous System
The brain stem contains several collections of cell
bodies, the cranial nerve nuclei. Some of these nuclei
receive information from the skin and muscles of the
head; others control motor output to muscles of the
face, neck, and eyes. Still others are specialized to
process information from three of the special senses:
hearing, balance, and taste.
The medulla oblongata, directly rostral to the spinal
cord, includes several centers responsible for vital
autonomic functions, such as digestion, breathing,
and the control of heart rate.

The pons, rostral to the medulla, conveys information
about movement from the cerebral hemispheres to
the cerebellum.

The Central Nervous System

The cerebellum lies behind the pons and is connected to the
brain stem by several major fiber tracts called peduncles. The
cerebellum modulates the force and range of movement and
is involved in the learning of motor skills.

The Central Nervous System

The midbrain, rostral to the pons, controls many sensory and
motor functions, including eye movement and the
coordination of visual and auditory reflexes.

The Central Nervous System

The diencephalon lies rostral to the midbrain and contains
two structures. The thalamus processes most of the
information reaching the cerebral cortex from the rest of the
central nervous system. The hypothalamus regulates
autonomic, endocrine, and visceral functions.

The Central Nervous System

The cerebrum comprises two cerebral hemispheres, each
consisting of a heavily wrinkled outer layer (the cerebral
cortex) and three deep-lying structures (the basal ganglia,
the hippocampus, and the amygdaloid nuclei). The cerebral
cortex is divided into four distinct lobes: frontal, parietal,
occipital, and temporal

The Central Nervous System

The basal ganglia participate in regulating motor
performance; the hippocampus is involved with aspects of
memory storage; and the amygdaloid nuclei coordinate the
autonomic and endocrine responses of emotional states.

The Central Nervous System

The brain is also commonly divided into three broader
regions: the hindbrain (medulla oblongata, pons, and
cerebellum), midbrain, and forebrain (diencephalon and
cerebrum). The hindbrain (excluding the cerebellum) and
midbrain together include the same structures as the brain
stem.

The Central Nervous System

Each lobe has a specialized set of functions.
The frontal lobe is largely concerned with short-term
memory and planning future actions and with control of
movement;

the parietal lobe with somatic sensation, with forming a
body image and relating it to extrapersonal space;
the occipital lobe with vision;
and the temporal lobe with hearing and—through its deep
structures, the hippocampus and amygdaloid nuclei—with
learning, memory, and emotion.

The Central Nervous System

Two important features characterize the organization of the
cerebral cortex.
First, each hemisphere is concerned primarily with sensory
and motor processes on the contralateral (opposite) side of
the body. Thus sensory information that reaches the spinal
cord from the left side of the body crosses to the right side
of the nervous system on its way to the cerebral cortex.
Similarly, the motor areas in the right hemisphere exert
control over the movements of the left half of the body.
The second feature is that the hemispheres, although similar
in appearance, are neither completely symmetrical in
structure nor equivalent in function.

Cognition

The areas of the cortex that were first pinpointed to be
important for cognition were concerned with language.

These come from studies of aphasia, a language disorder
that most often occurs when certain areas of brain tissue are
destroyed by a stroke, the occlusion or rupture of a blood
vessel to a portion of a cerebral hemisphere, first discovered in
19th century by Pierre Paul Broca.

Carl Wernicke

Broca, Fritsch, and Hitzig, Wernicke formulated a neural
model of language that attempted to reconcile and extend the
two predominant theories of brain function at that time.
Wernicke proposed that only the most basic mental functions,
those concerned with simple perceptual and motor activities,
are mediated by neurons in discrete local areas of the cortex.
More complex cognitive functions, he argued, result from
interconnections between several functional sites.
He was thus the first to advance the idea of distributed
processing, now a central tenet of neural science.

Inspired in part by Wernicke’s advances and led by the
anatomist Korbinian Brodmann, a new school of cortical
localization arose in Germany at the beginning of the 20th
century, one that distinguished functional areas of the cortex
based on the shapes of cells and variations in their layered
arrangement. Using this cytoarchitectonic method, Brodmann
distinguished 52 anatomically and functionally distinct areas
in the human cerebral cortex

Today positron emission tomography (PET) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) allow anatomical analysis
to be conducted on healthy people engaged in reading,
speaking, and thinking (Chapter 20). Functional MRI, a
noninvasive imaging technique for visualizing activity in the
brain, has not only con3rmed that reading and speaking
activate different brain areas but has also revealed that the
act of thinking about a word’s meaning in the absence of
sensory inputs activates a still different area in the left frontal
cortex

Because language is a uniquely human capability, Charles Darwin suggested that the
acquisition of language is an inborn instinct comparable to that for upright posture.
Children acquire the grammar of their native language simply by listening to their
parents speak. They do not have to be taught the specific rules of grammar.

In 1960 the linguist Noam Chomsky elaborated on Darwin’s notion. He proposed that
children acquire a language so easily and naturally because humans, unlike other
primates, have the innate capability of generalizing to a complete and coherent
language from a limited sample of sentences.

Signing (as in sign language) is also localized to the left hemisphere; deaf people can become aphasic for sign
language as a result of lesions in the left hemisphere, but not as a result of lesions in the right hemisphere.

Although the localization of language appears to be inborn, it is by no means completely determined until the age of
seven or eight. Young children in whom the left cerebral hemisphere is severely damaged early in life can still develop
an essentially normal grasp of language, but they do so at a cost, for the ability of these children to locate objects in
space or to reason spatially is much reduced compared to that of normal children.

All cognitive abilities result from the interaction of many processing
mechanisms distributed in several regions of the brain. Specific brain regions
are not responsible for specific mental faculties but instead are elementary
processing units. Perception, movement, language, thought, and memory
are all made possible by the interlinkage of serial and parallel processing in
discrete brain regions, each with specific functions.

As a result, damage to a single area need not result in the complete loss of a
cognitive function (or faculty) as many earlier neurologists believed. Even if a
behavior initially disappears, it may partially return as undamaged parts of
the brain reorganize their linkages (ie plasticity).

A typical neuron has four morphologically defined regions:
(1) the cell body,
(2) dendrites,
(3) axon, and
(4) presynaptic terminals
The cell body or soma is the metabolic center of the cell. It contains the nucleus,
which contains the genes of the cell, and the endoplasmic reticulum, an extension
of the nucleus where the cell’s proteins are synthesized.

The cell body usually gives rise to two kinds of processes: several short dendrites
and one long, tubular axon.

Dendrites branch out in tree-like fashion and are the main apparatus for receiving
incoming signals from other nerve cells.
The axon typically extends some distance from the cell body and carries signals to other
neurons. An axon can convey electrical signals over distances ranging from 0.1 mm to 2 m.
These electrical signals, called action potentials, are initiated at a specialized trigger region
near the origin of the axon called the axon initial segment from which they propagate
down the axon without failure or distortion at speeds of 1 to 100 m/s.
The amplitude of an action potential traveling down the axon remains constant at 100 mV
because the action potential is an all-or-none impulse that is regenerated at regular
intervals along the axon.
To increase the speed by which action potentials are conducted, large axons are wrapped
in an insulating sheath of a lipid substance, myelin. The sheath is interrupted at regular
intervals by the nodes of Ranvier, uninsulated spots on the axon where the action
potential is regenerated

Even after the anatomists Jacob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann put forward the cell
theory in the early 1830s—and the idea that cells are the structural units of all living
matter became a central dogma of biology—most anatomists did not accept that the cell
theory applied to the brain, which they thought of as a continuous, web-like reticulum of
very thin processes.
The coherent structure of the neuron did not become clear until late in the 19th century,
when Ramón y Cajal began to use the silver-staining method introduced by Golgi.
In this way Ramón y Cajal adduced, in addition to the neuron doctrine, two other
principles of neural organization that would prove particularly valuable in studying
communication in the nervous system.
1) Principles of dynamic polarization
2) Connectional specificty

NEURONS CAN BE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF
PROCESSES THAT ORIGINATE FROM THE CELL BODY

Single process, with different
segments serving as dendrites or
axons……

Ex. invertebrate nervous system;
Autonomous nervous system of
vertebrates

Two processes fuse during development;
then resplits back into two processes
BOTH of which function as axons…
(one to the SC, one to skin or muscle)

Have two processes – dendrite
carries info to the cell;
Axon carries information from
soma to other cells

Ex. Sensory neurons of touch or stretch in
the spinal cord –
Such as the Dorsal Root Ganglion, DRG

Ex. Bipolar cells of the retina;
Olfactory epithelium of the nose

MULTIPOLAR NEURONS

~10,000 contacts;
2000 on cell body, 8000 on dendrites

~150,000 contacts received !!!!

Multipolar cells have one axon and many dendrites… They are the most common type of neuron in the mammalian Nervous System.
They vary greatly in shape, and the number and intricacy of dendrite branching.
Usually the number and extent of their dendrites correlate with the number of synaptic contacts on themselves…

NEURONS CAN BE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR FUNCTION

SENSORY NEURONS

Carry information from the body’s
periphery to the nervous system –
with the purpose of perception as
well as motor coordination

(AFFERENT – or towards – is a
term that applies to all information
reaching the central nervous
system from the periphery….some
primary sensory neurons are also
referred to as afferent neurons)

MOTOR NEURONS

INTERNEURONS

1. RELAY or PROJECTION INTERNEURONS

Carry information from the brain or
spinal cord to muscles and glands

(EFFERENT – or from – is a term
that applies to all information going
from the central nervous system to
the periphery to generate an
effect)

Have long axons and carry signals
over large distances, such as from
one brain region to another

2. LOCAL INTERNEURONS

Have short axons and process
information within local circuits

Glial cells of the nervous system
Glia, believed to be around 5-times more in number than the
neurons, in the vertebrate nervous system can be divided into
two major classes: microglia and macroglia.
Microglia are immune system cells that are mobilized to present
antigens and become phagocytes during injury, infection, or
degenerative diseases.
There are three main types of macroglia: oligodendrocytes,
Schwann cells, and astrocytes. In the human brain about 80% of
all the cells are macroglia. Of these, approximately half are
oligodendrocytes and half are astrocytes

Macroglia:

Oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells are small
cells with relatively few processes. Both cells form
the myelin sheath that insulates an axon by tightly
winding their membranous processes around the
axon in a spiral.
Oligodendrocytes are found in the central nervous
system; each cell envelops from one to 30 axonal
segments (called internodes), depending on axon
diameter
Schwann cells occur in the peripheral nervous system,
where each envelops a single segment of one axon

Astrocytes, the third main class of glial cells, owe their
name to their irregular, roughly star-shaped cell bodies
and large numbers of processes.
They comprise two major types:
Protoplasmic astrocytes are found in the gray matter;
their many processes end in sheet-like appendages.
Fibrous astrocytes are found in the white matter and
have long, !ne processes that contain large bundles of
tightly packed intermediate !laments.
Both types of astrocytes have end-feet, dilatations that
contact and surround capillaries and arterioles
throughout the brain. The sheet-like processes of
protoplasmic astrocytes envelop nerve cell bodies and
synapses, whereas the end-feet of fibrous astrocytes
contact axons at the nodes of Ranvier

1. Astrocytes separate cells, thereby insulating neuronal
groups and synaptic connections from each other.
2. Because astrocytes are highly permeable to K+, they help regulate the K+ concentration in the space
between neurons. Repetitive firing may create excess extracellular K+ that could interfere with
signaling between cells in the vicinity. Astrocytes can take up the excess K+ and thus maintain the
ef!fiiency of signaling between neurons.
3. Astrocytes perform other important housekeeping chores that promote efficient signaling between
neurons. For example, as we shall learn later, they take up neurotransmitters from synaptic zones
after release.
4. Astrocytes help nourish surrounding neurons by releasing growth factors.

Although glial cells do not generate action potentials, they have recently been found to participate in neuronglial signaling processes. The signi!cance of this signaling is still poorly understood

Neuronal circuits

Neuronal circuits

Receptor potentials (PSPs), unlike all-or-none
action potential, are graded :

Studying gene function:
Human genetic disorders, or animal disease models :

Generating transgenic mice and flies :

Larvae of Drosophila vary in activity
level and locomotion. Some larvae,
called rovers, move over long
distances. Others, called sitters, are
relatively
stationary.
Drosophila
larvae isolated from the wild can be
either rovers or sitters, indicating that
these are natural variations and not
laboratory induced mutations.
Genetic crosses showed that the
difference between rover and sitter
larvae lies in a single major gene,
the for (forager) locus. The for gene
encodes a signal
transduction
enzyme, a protein kinase activated
by the cellular metabolite cyclic
guanosine
3!-5!monophosphate
(cGMP).

A simple form of social behavior has been analyzed in the roundworm C. elegans. These animals live in soil and
eat bacteria. Different wildtype strains exhibit profound differences in feeding
behavior. Some strains are solitary, dispersing across a lawn of bacterial food and failing to interact with each
other. Other strains have a social feeding pattern, joining large feeding groups of dozens or hundreds of animals.
The difference between these strains is genetic, as both feeding patterns are stably inherited.
The difference between social and solitary worms is caused by a single amino acid substitution in a single gene, a
member of a large family of genes involved in signaling between neurons. This gene, npr-1, encodes a
neuropeptide receptor.

Human genetics is more challenging than experimental genetics
because one cannot do inbreeding or crossbreeding
experiments. Nonetheless, careful pedigree tracing has identifed
a variety of mutations that affect the human brain and behavior,
including mutations that lead to neurodegenerative diseases,
neurological disorders, and developmental disorders.
The 0rst gene discovered to be important for a neurological
disease in humans was the gene responsible for phenylketonuria
(PKU). Children with this disease have two abnormal copies of
the gene that codes for phenylalanine hydroxylase, the enzyme
that converts the amino acid phenylalanine to tyrosine. The
mutation is recessive; heterozygous carrier individuals have no
symptoms.

Children who lack normal function in both copies of the gene
accumulate high blood concentrations of phenylalanine from
dietary proteins, which in turn leads to the production of toxic
metabolites that interfere with
neuronal function.

Autism is a common, devastating developmental disorder
characterized by deficiencies in language acquisition, difficulties
in social interactions, and stereotyped interests. About 1 in 200
children are diagnosed with autism (the exact frequency varies
with diagnostic criteria), with about three times as many boys
affected as girls. The clinical symptoms of autism typically
emerge in the first 3 years of life and often include a regression
phase in which children lose the language skills they mastered
when younger.
Autism has a very strong heritable component, which should
increase the chances of identifying the underlying genes. Autism
is also a disorder of broader significance because it provides
insight into behaviors that are unique to humans: language,
complex intelligence, and interpersonal interactions.

Down syndrome is a genetic disorder caused when
abnormal cell division results in an extra full or partial copy
of chromosome 21. This extra genetic material causes the
developmental changes and physical features of Down
syndrome.
Down syndrome varies in severity among individuals,
causing lifelong intellectual disability and developmental
delays. It's the most common genetic chromosomal
disorder and cause of learning disabilities in children. It
also commonly causes other medical abnormalities,
including heart and gastrointestinal disorders.
Most children with Down syndrome have mild to moderate
cognitive impairment. Language is delayed, and both short and
long-term memory is affected.

Children with Williams syndrome acquire language late, but
they ultimately overcome their early de0cits to develop strong
language skills and normal social behavior. Williams children
are profoundly defective in spatial processing, and they score
as poorly as, or even worse than, autistic children on IQ tests.
The different patterns of impairments in autism and Williams
syndrome suggest that language and social skills can be
separated from some other brain functions.
Williams syndrome is genetically simple; it is caused by a
heterozygous deletion of chromosome region 7q11.23. The
simplest interpretation of this defect is that the level of
expression of one or more genes within this interval is reduced
because there is only one copy instead of two of each gene in
the region.

The precise genes in this region that affect sociability and
spatial processing are not yet known

Another rare syndrome has shed light on genetic
requirements for human language. A study of a human family
with defects in speech articulation, as well as grammatical
and linguistic impairment, led to the identi0cation of a
speci0c mutation in the transcriptional regulator FOXP2.
This gene is not uniquely human—it is present in all mammals
and birds—but several changes in the gene have appeared
since the divergence of humans and other primates. A
human-specifc pattern of development of the brain, larynx, or
mouth under the control of FOXP2 might be one of the
genetic adaptations that made human speech possible.

Fragile X syndrome affects mostly boys, and patients have
poor social cognition, high social anxiety, and repetitive
behavior. However, fragile X syndrome is associated with
broader cognitive defects, along with certain physical
characteristics, like an elongated face and protruding ears.
Fragile X syndrome has been genetically associated with a
mutation that reduces expression of a single gene on the X
chromosome. This gene regulates the translation of mRNAs
into proteins in neurons, a process that is regulated during
synaptic plasticity and learning.
The male preponderance of fragile X syndrome is explained
because males have only a single X chromosome, and
therefore lose all expression of the relevant gene when it is
mutated. Since females have two X chromosomes, they can
be carriers of the disease without being strongly affected

Rett
syndrome
is
an
X-linked,
progressive
neurodevelopmental disorder and one of the most common
causes of mental retardation in females. The disease is
confined to females because Rett syndrome is lethal in the
developing male embryo, which has a single X chromosome.
Affected girls seem to develop normally until they are 6 to 18
months of age, when they fail to acquire speech and
purposeful hand use is replaced by compulsive, uncontrolled
handwringing.
Huda Zoghbi and her colleagues found that the major cause
of this disease is a mutation in the methyl CpG binding
protein 2 (MeCP2) gene. Methylation of specific CpG
sequences in DNA alters expression of nearby genes, and it is
thought that MeCP2 binds methylated DNA as part of a
process that regulates mRNA transcription. This discovery
shows that acquisition of complex developmental properties
such as language is associated with specific patterns of gene
expression, most likely in the brain.

Rett
syndrome
is
an
X-linked,
progressive
neurodevelopmental disorder and one of the most common
causes of mental retardation in females. The disease is
confined to females because Rett syndrome is lethal in the
developing male embryo, which has a single X chromosome.
Affected girls seem to develop normally until they are 6 to 18
months of age, when they fail to acquire speech and
purposeful hand use is replaced by compulsive, uncontrolled
handwringing.
Huda Zoghbi and her colleagues found that the major cause
of this disease is a mutation in the methyl CpG binding
protein 2 (MeCP2) gene. Methylation of specific CpG
sequences in DNA alters expression of nearby genes, and it is
thought that MeCP2 binds methylated DNA as part of a
process that regulates mRNA transcription. This discovery
shows that acquisition of complex developmental properties
such as language is associated with specific patterns of gene
expression, most likely in the brain.

Schizophrenia

affects about 1% of all young adults, causing a pattern of thought disorders and emotional
withdrawal that profoundly impairs life. It is strongly heritable, but its genetic basis is elusive.
Schizophrenia is a brain disorder classified as a psychosis, which means that it affects a person's thinking, sense of self,
and perceptions. The disorder typically becomes evident during late adolescence or early adulthood.
Signs and symptoms of schizophrenia include false perceptions called hallucinations. Auditory hallucinations of voices
are the most common hallucinations in schizophrenia, but affected individuals can also experience hallucinations of
visions, smells, or touch (tactile) sensations. Strongly held false beliefs (delusions) are also characteristic
of schizophrenia. For example, affected individuals may be certain that they are a particular historical figure or that
they are being plotted against or controlled by others.
Certain movement problems such as tremors, facial tics, rigidity, and unusually slow movement (bradykinesia) or an
inability to move (akinesia) are common in people with schizophrenia. In most cases these are side effects of
medicines prescribed to help control the disorder. However, some affected individuals exhibit movement
abnormalities before beginning treatment with medication.
Some people with schizophrenia have mild impairment of intellectual function, but schizophrenia is not associated
with the same types of physical changes in the brain that occur in people with dementias such as Alzheimer disease.
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/condition/schizophrenia#genes

Deletions or duplications of genetic material in any of several
chromosomes, which can affect multiple genes, are also thought to
increase schizophrenia risk. In particular, a small deletion
(microdeletion) in a region of chromosome 22 called 22q11 may be
involved in a small percentage of cases of schizophrenia. Some
individuals with this deletion have other features in addition
to schizophrenia, such as heart abnormalities, immune system
problems, and an opening in the roof of the mouth (cleft palate), and
are diagnosed with a condition called 22q11.2 deletion syndrome.
A gene, hSKCa3 located on 22q, was found to lead to an increased risk
to schizophrenia. hSKCa3 codes for an potassium ion channel and acts
to dampen the electrical activity and as an "off switch" to signals that
are triggered by the NMDA receptors. In addition, the isolated gene
also contains a characteristic CAG repeat; similar to HD, this increased
poly-glutamine stretch is correlated to earlier onset and worsened
states of the disease.
Results have also shown strong evidence for a schizophrenia
susceptibility gene in 6p22-p24 and 11q21-22.
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/condition/schizophrenia#genes
http://www.schizophrenia.com/research/hereditygen.htm

